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FROM THE EDITOR

THIS SPRING MARKS AN EXCITING MILESTONE: IvIODERN's

tenth anniversary. lt just so happens that in this issue we also

commemorate another landmark anniversary, the Bauhaus

centennial. Though a lucky coincidence, the occasion makes

me think about how the guiding principles of that radical de-

sign school have continued to shape the architects, designers,

and makers who've appeared in our pages-and informed how

we understand what it means to be modern. ln the last decade,

we've looked at design in its many forms-from architecture and

furniture to industrial design and craft-which at once commune

with the past and propel us into the future. The work we've fea-

tured has been many things: forward-thinking and inquisitive,

practical and experimental, beautiful and idiosyncratic. But the

essence of design, as Walter Gropius, the founder of the Bau-

haus, said, is that it is "simply an integral part of the stuff of life."

And that is the connective tissue that ties the stories in this is-

sue together, from architect Michael K. Chen's eye-catching chil-

dren's library for a Bronx homeless shelter to the fanciful designs

of French designer Hubert Le Gall.

So how did we get here? For some of our readers-or at least

our newer ones-the story of how MODERN came to be is

scarcely known. And so I asked Gregory Cerio, the magazine's

first editor and current editor of our sister publication,The Moga-

zine ANTIQUES, to fill us in on its beginnings:

As it wos in design history so it was in magozine publishing:

antiques led the way to the modern. The seeds thot grew into

MODERN were sown when Betsy Pochoda took over as editor

of The Magazine ANTIQUES in 20aB ond begonto run stories

obout twentieth-century design. I wrote many of them. They

were about fascinating folk like Gilbert Rohde-who convinced

D. J. De Pree, head of the Herman Miller furniture campany,

that he'd be doing God's workif he began to moke modern

pieces rother thon historical reproductions-and subiects such

as often-overlooked British modern design. Some TMA readers

grumbled; most were intrigued. An idea come forth in 2009 to

produce a one-off supplement toTMA about twentieth'century

and contemporary design, aimed ot prospective collectors.

Advertiser response was so strong th at a quarterly magozine

was born. And here we ore. Happy birthday, kiddo!

MODERN has been a labor of love by many, and is here thanks

to the hard work and know-how of the founding publisher, Jennifer

Roberts, the intrepid foresight of Betsy Pochoda, and Greg's early

vision, which set the magazine on its course today. ln 2012 Beth

Dunlop took the helm, and during her tenure, she broadened our

scope, incorporating more craft and architecture, and proving that

to be truly modern, the magazine needed to have its finger on the

pulse of the contemporary design scene, too. From the very begin-

ning our editor-atJarge Eleanor Gustafson has worked tirelessly

behind the scenes, and is owed a debt of gratitude for her shrewd

and meticulous editing that ensures that the storytelling is both

lively and coherent. And if not for the talents of our small, hard-

working team-Cara Barrese, Martin Minerva, Sammy Dalati,

Katherine Lanza, and Adeline Saez-we wouldn't be able to pro-

duce the thoughtful, visually enticing content we do every issue.

And so we return to the task at hand: our Spring issue. On the

very last page, in "Parting Shot," we celebrate the life of design

pioneer Florence Knoll Bassett, who died in January at 101. I can't

think of a better way to conclude the tenth anniversary issue

than with a final look at the woman who defined modernism, not

only for her own generation but for those to follow. Her designs

are still coveted and in production today, and her innovative ap-

proach to spatial planning can be found in nearly every office'

Her legacy is proof that design is, as Gropius said, "simply an

integral part of the stuff of life."
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BEHIND THE NUMBERS

Nikko cabinet

designed by Shiro

Kuramata,1982.

DelvingDeeper
WHY AN UNCHARACTERISTICALLY MEDITATIVE MEMPHIS DESIGN

MESMERIZED ONE RESOURCEFUL BIDDER

By MATTHEW KENNEDY

Lot 1255 Rago's Modern Design sale,

September 23,2o.'18 Nikko cabinet

designed by Shiro Kuramata,1982.

With an estimate of $5,000-$2000,
the piece sold for $11,250. Some

reasons for the high price:

JAPANESE IN MEMPHIS

Shiro Kuramata grew up under the uncertain
circumstances of Japan of the 1930s and '40s,

but this precarity gave Kuramata and his con-
temporaries the opportunity to envision what
they wanted of Japanese modern design. Af-
ter training in woodcraft at Tokyo [Vlunicipal

Polytechnic High School, Kuramata enrolled
at the Kuwasawa Design School, graduating

in 1956 and moving on to design for depart-
ment stores. Creatively, Kuramata's influ-
ences form a constellation of eciectic forces:
lsamu Kenmochi, his instructor at Kuwasawa,

who taught an approach to ancient Japanese

traditions through modern materials and vo-
cabulary; American sculptor Donald ludd,
whose minimalist work enthralled Kuramata;
Gutai, a .lapanese performance group that
embraced decay as a revelatory process

into the essence of an object; and Tomohiko
lMihoya, owner of a glass company, who ex-
perimented with Kuramata to push the capa-
bilities of glass in design, allowing Kuramata's
motifs of floatation and immateriality to take
flight. ln 1956 Kuramata encountered his first
issue of Domus magazine, through which he

discovered ltalian design and its "iaunty ltal-
ian optimism," as he described it, which was
a stark contrast to the industrial, commercial
demands of postwar Japanese design. ln 1965

Kuramata established his own design firm,
and in 1969 he embarked on a grand tour to
Europe, during which he met Ettore Sottsass,

founder of the N4emphis group; he ioined
Ir4emphis in 1981, its inaugural year.

ENCHANTMENT AS FUNCTION

The Nikko cabinet first appeared at the Mem-
phis VoL 3 exhibition, heid in lrlilan in 1982,
and later that year at another exhibition in To-

kyo. lvluch of Kuramata's work of the period

echoes the Memphis aesthetic, but medita-
tive study reveals a ref inement, a sidestepping

of the outlandishness of many of the group's

designers. Jad Attal, specialist in twentieth-
and twenty{irst-century design at Rago, de-
scribes a synthesized maturity in Kuramata's
work: technological but unapologetically sim-
ple, playful but resoundingly beautiful. The
most enduring characteristic of his designs
is that of objects appearing to {loat, an effect
achieved through top-focused compositions,
use of shadow, or, most predominantly, clear
or translucent materials, particularly acrylic.
ln the Nikko, use of shadow in combination
with thin steel supports creates the illusion
that the drawers deiy gravity, an illusion en-
forced by their high, tabernacle-like stature
within the composition. While one might
question what to store in these tiny draw-
ers, Attal cautions that to focus on function
is to miss the larger point of Kuramata's work.
An exploration of materials and architectural
form is inevitable, but the profound awe is in
the exaltation ol ideas and aesthetics. "En-

chantment," as Kuramata theorized, "should

also be considered as function."

FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES

ln the larger design worid, Memphis has un-
mistakably had a moment in the past few
years, and Kuramata materializes often at

auction. Rago's Nikko cabinet, one of an edi-
tion of eleven, came from a New York-based
private collection. Attal considers it "ad-

vanced Memphis," referring to small pro-

duction or limited edition designs requiring
a connoisseurial eye, and says such designs
attract a passionate, studious market "looking

for his essence." Kuramata's arguably most
famous piece, the Miss Blanche chair-of
conjoined acrylic sheets hosting paper roses

within their panes-sold in 2015 for more
than $400,000. Such a sale had a "top of the
pyramid" effect, according to Attal, in that the
designer's earlier and lesser-known pieces are

now reassessed for renewed value. The Nikko
itseif has come up for auction four times in

the past ten years, frequently leaving the auc-
tion block unsold. At Rago's sale, a synergy of
realistic pricing, transparency in authenticity,
and knowledgeable buyers sent this Nikko to
a new home. Of the buyer, Attal speculates
that the sale "tells me this is a resourceful
person who knows what they're doing and is

absolutely conf ident."
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THOSI WHO DON'T CONSIDER GLASS A
major art medium r,vill think agarn after visiting
a fascinating exhibition that opens in Nlay at
the Corning Museum of Glass. Nelv G/ass Now
rvill showcase the extraordinary potential of
the lamiliar but aiways surprising material in
artworks made in the Iast three years by one
hundred artists from twenty-five countries
around the world.

Broader in scope than most glass exhibi-
tions, the show includes work created using
every conceivable technique, including neon.
carving, and kiln-working, as well as pieces
made using the rnore frequently seen casting
and hand-blowing methods. The first exhibi-
tion of its kind rn four decades, it follows prec-
edents set at the Corning \4useum by G/ass
1959 and New G/oss: A Worldvtrde Survey twen-
ty years later, Both of the earlier exhibitions
were major influences on the development of
studio glassmaking and helped catl attention
to the accomplishments of talented and under,
appreciated artists.

The current exhibrtion is the fruit of a year-
long internationai search that yielded more
than 1,400 submissions from fifty-two coun-
tries, The one hundred pieces in the show were
chosen by a panel headed by Susie Silbert,
Corning's curator of modern and contemporary
glass, and including Aric Chen, curator-at-1arge
of the lv1+ museum in Hong Kong; Stlsanne Jok-
er Johnsen, artist and head of exhibitions at the
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts; and Amer-
ican artist Beth Lipman.

As the exhibition proves, glass is rife with
contradictions: it can be ciear or opaque, fragile
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Super Strong Lamp by
Doris Darling,2O16,

This Shit is Bananos by
Megan Stelljes,2017.

LiquidSunshine by Rui

Sasaki, 2O18. This room-
sized installation was part
of the Corning Museum
of Glass's 33rd Rakow

commission, a program

started by the museum
in 1986 to support the

development of new works
of glass art.w
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FORIVI & FUNCTION

or sturdy, colorless or brilliantly hued, rough or
smooth, ilat or formed into surprising shapes

and sizes. Works on display range f rom Cloud, an

etched glass cube by Miya Ando lo Liquid Sun-

shine, Rue Sasaki's curtain-like installation of un-
dulating phosphorescent lengths of blown glass.

5ome artists have combined glass with other
materials: a staircase-shaped work by Nate Ric-

ciuto incorporates wood, steel, and carpeting,
and a rock-like piece by Sarah Briland includes
foam and resin. The roster of artists, who range

in age from trventy-three to eighty-four, includes

celebrated designers like Ronan and Erwan

Bouroullec, Tord Boontje, and the Verhoeven

Twins, as well as virtual unknowns for whom the
exhibition wili offer their f irst maior exposure,

"The f ield is ripe for reevaluation and reinvig-

oration," says Silbert. lf New G/ass Now demon-

strates that the latter process has begun, the

exhibition may well also jump-start the former,

New Gloss Now is on view at the Corning lvlu-

seum of Glass f rom l\lay 12 through January 5,

2020. cmog.org

-ludith Gura
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Rise Over Run Again by

Nate Ricciuto,20l7.

Bubble Cabinetby

Jeroen and Joep

Verhoeven.2O17.
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FORM & FUNCTION

One for the Books

MIXING
HIGH DESIGN

AND HYGGE,

MICHAEL K.

CHEN CREATES

A COZY
READING NOOK
FOR CHILDREN
INSIDE A
HOMELESS

SHELTER

N/ORE AND IVIORE NEW YORK CITY families have en-

dured homelessness in recent years, and nowhere is the

problem worse than in the Bronx. But mothers and

young children sheltering at Concourse House in the

Bedford Park neighborhood have found a small measure

of comfort in the form of the facility's eye-catching new

children's library.
The library was the brainchild of mother-and-daugh-

ter-team Julie and Kate Yamin, longtime philanthropic

supporters of Concourse House. "Kate loves libraries,

books, and children," explains the shelter's executive di-

rector, I\danuela Schaudt, and had the idea to renovate

the dark and dimly lit library-described by the kids as

"creepy"-located in the choir loft above a former chapel,

a remnant of the early twentieth-century building's origin

as the House o{ the Holy Comforter nursing home.

Yamin easily convinced Michael K. Chen-an ar-

chitect whose firm's specialties include what he calls
"micro" projects that maximize space in cramped city

apartments-to give the 250-square-foot space a

makeover. After "thinking about my own childhood and

the importance books had, how special and personal

they were," Chen decided to do the work pro bono.

The centerpiece of the new library is a Chen-

designed, lozenge-shaped bookshelf, which is filled

with enticing, colorful volumes acquired from Sisters

Uptown bookstore in Harlem. The bookshelf's curves

echo the form of the barrel-vaulted ceiling overhead,

and its bright white oak construction-lit by a band of

LEDs wrapping around its perimeter-contrasts sharply

with the antique ceiling's dark wood. The space is fur-

nished with poufs upholstered in pastei-colored lt/aha-

ram fabrics and an abstract topographic carpet of

tufted wool and synthetic silk, made by Studio Proba in

collaboration with Chen's firm. Members of Chen's net-

work of friends and colleagues contributed so many fur-

nishings and fixtures, Chen says, "that we didn't have

room for all the pieces." The surplus lighting and seating

pieces were sold in an online auction in December, with
proceeds going to fund library operations.

Projects like the children's library represent an intrigu-

ing investment in buzzworthy design solutions to social

problems, an excellent gesture to be making during the

anniversary year of the Bauhaus's founding. lt's unclear

what Gropius, Mies, and friends would

have made of Chen's hygge aesthetic, Thechildren's

but the families at Concourse House librarvat

couldn't be more pleased. The best, and concourse

most salient, review comes from one lit- House. Home

tle girl: "l love this library," she says. "l forWomenand

wish it were my home!" mkca.com Their children

-SammY Dalati in the Bronx.
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FORIVI & FUNCTION

Nature
Studies

CLIA4ATE CHANGE, ARGUABLY THE BIGGEST
challenge facing the world today, has caused a radi-
cal rethinking of the role of design. Science has be-
come the next big thing to capture the attention of a

large swath of the creative popuiation, who are now
striving to find ways to counteract the destruction of
our natural environment. "We will become extinct,
but we can design a more elegant ending," says
Paola Antonelli, senior curator in the department of
architecture and design at the l\4useum of Modern
Art. "We need to teach peopie about empathy and
restorative design." Antonelii is overseeing the Twenty-
Secand Triennale of AIilan, which runs through Sep-
tember 1. The massive show, titled Broken Nature: De-
sign Takes on Human Survivaf, is a compelling call to
arms about the state of the environment, and it
moves beyond the conventional parameters of de-
sign to confront a much broader universe, one that
encompasses oceanography, botany, ornithology,
bioengineering, and much more-even the politics of
the Mexican,/American border The exhibition occu-
pies almost the entire Palazzo deilArte*the Trien-
nale's home-as well as some of the grounds in the
Parco Sempione, where the building stands. lt is in-
ternational in scope with more than one hundred
projects from at least twenty-five countries.

for Antonelli, the task of design is to change
people's behavio( and the show espouses restor-
ative design as a way to reconnect humans to their
natural envirsnments, {rom which, she notes, we
have increasingly become disconnected. Photog-
raphy that illuminates the before and after r:f cli-
mate change will be on prominent view as well as
Amsterdam-based Formafantasma's work on turn-

ing electronic waste into new materials. Sigil, a de-
sign collective based in Beirut and New York City,
wi!l present Eirdsong, an investigation of the
fraught relationship between birds, humans, and a
5yrian landscape brutalized by war. Bernie Krause's
Great Animal archestra will be on hand, displaying
his research in archiving the sounds of more than
fifteen thousand species. Stefano Mancuso, a
plant neurobiologist, will stage fhe Nation of Plants,
aiming, Antonelli says, "to prove that plants are
smarter than humans."

lf travel to hlilan is not in your plans, head to
Manhattan this May for another take on the climate
change problem. Cooper Hewitt's Triennial, the
museum's look at what's happened in the world of
design over the last three years, is simply dubbed
Nature-Cooper Hewitt Design Triennial, but it, too,

makes a foray into the challenges facing human ex-
istence. According to ir4atilda McQuaid, Cooper
Hewitt's deputy director of curatorial and head of
textiles, and pad of the team assembling the show,
the museum had no idea of Antonelli's project when
it began work; but Antonelli isn't surprised by the
coincidence, observing that many museums around
the world are tackling the issue.

ln a departure for its Triennial, Cooper Hewitt is
collaborating this year with the Cube design muse-
um in the Netherlands, which will tre the European
venue for the show from May 1O to January 20,
2020. Both will span several design disciplines*
including architecture, urbanism, product design,
landscape design, fashion, and communications*
that are reimagining humans' relationship to the
natural world.

DOING WHAT
COMES
NATURALLY
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Both are organized around seven themes that ex-
plain how designers are involved in problem solving.
Facrlitate, Augment, Nurture, Salvage, Remediate,
Understand. and Simulate. "Science sometimes has
a hard time connecting. Design can heip," li4cQuaid
says. Among the projects on view is Sam Van Ak-
en's Lee of Forty Fruit, which, when carefully tended
for three years, yields a cornucopia of disparate pro-
duce. The Worka Tower. started 1n [thiopia by Artu,
ro Vittori, gathers drinkable water {rom the air and
dispenses it to peopie below, a boon to water-
starved communities around the w,orld. fhe Ortgad
lt4embrane f or 3D Organ Engineering f olds, making
it possible to insert an artificial kidney into the
body-an extremely difflcult feat because of the
kidney's size. Daisy Ginsberg has been working on
resurrecting smells irom extinct flowers, and An-

irudh Sharma has produced ink f rom car emissions.
There will be nanobionic light-emittin.q plants, infin-
ity burial suits, a proictype of a 3-D-printed tire from
Micheiin, and a soft robotic grip glove for those suf-
fering 1'orn hand rveakness.

The end of the world may be centuries off, but
these shows argue that the time to address the im-
pendrng catastrophe is now. Perhaps rrre shouid all
remember that 1970s margarrne television com-
mercial, "lt's not nice to fool Mother Nature."
brokennature.org
cooperhewitt"org
cubedesign museum.nl

-Arlene Hirst

Nanobionic watercress
plants created as part
of an ongoing MIT study
spearheaded by Seon-
Yeong Kwak.

One of Stefano Man€uso's
lab experiments, 2O18.

Table from the Ore
Streams project by

Formafantasma, 2017.

View of the exhibition fhe
Greot Animal Orcfiestra by

Bernie Krause and United
Visual Artists,2Ol6.
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FORIV1 & FUNCTION

ANew
Eatery
Takes
Shapein
Bogofii

BRUTALISN,l AND MEMPHIS MIGHT MAKE ODD
bedfellows, but the new, second, location of Masa, a
bakery and caf6 in BogotS, Colombia, borrows ever

so subtly, yet skillfully, from these two design
camps. While reminiscent of a certain high-design
hipster restaurant typology-that is, the use of sim-
ple materials, abundant indoor greenery, and pops

of color-that seems ubiquitous these days, the
eatery, designed by Studio Cadena, is anything but
formulaic. Located in a residential neighborhood-
on the site of a former house*the building, with its

raw concrete walls and geometric cutout forms, has

hints of brutalism, but as if it were on vacation in the
tropics, While the architecture is meant to stand

out, the restaurant is built at a residential scale in

keeping with its neighbors.
The 25O0-square-foot building is organized as a

collection of interconnected volumes, perceptible

from the interior and exterior, like buiiding blocks of
varying heights packed next to each other. Each

concrete block is sliced open by tall, triangular win-
dows, creating an open and airy interior. An equally
monumental circular window that looks onto a

courtyard dining area from the kitchen heightens

the graphic quality of the design,
The entrance is dominated by a multilevel seat-

ing platform, creating a common social area.
Further in, another section is anchored by a large cy-

lindrical concrete bar, There's also a bakery where

fresh loaves are presented on wall pegs for selection
by customers.

The entire building, from the structure itself to the

surfaces, fixtures, and finishes, was designed by Stu-

dio Cadena. "We designed everything down to the

light fixtures, except the chairs," which were pur-

chased separately, says Benjamin Cadena, a Colom-

bian architect and the founder of the eponymous stu-

dio, which is based in Bogot;i and Brooklyn. Lighting

fixtures, such as the paper globes in the bar area, dis-

tinguish the spaces. Metal mesh ribbons hang from

the ceiling, catching the natural light. The walls are

made of textured concrete and the floors of a unique

combination of terrazzo tiles set into terrazzo, which
gives a "softer feeling to the space," Cadena says.

Cadena's favorite feature is the exterior walls, be-

cause they influence the entire structure: "They de-

fine the envelope of the building, but they also do a

lot at different levels," he says. "There are no finish-
es. lt was a structural solution that performs in a very

specif ic way. The texture is animated on the outside

by reflecting the sun, and inside it diffuses sound, so

the space is not as noisy. lt breaks down the scale

of this brutalist building into something more hu-

mane. lt's something we spent a lot of time on,

fighting for and struggling with." ln Cadena's words:
"The wall is the most defining part of the design."

studiocadena.com somosmasa'com

-Sean McCaughan

WHIMSICAL
TOUCHES AND
BOLD GESTURES

DEFINE STUDIO
CADENAS MASA
RESTAURANT

Masa's second outpost

in Eogot:i, Colombia,

designed by New York-

and Colombia-based

architecture firm

Studio Cadena.
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FORI\4 & FUNCTION

ArtonHigh

Kasmin gallery's new

tlagship location at

509 West 27th Street
in 0ctober 2O18.

lnstallation view of

les [alsnne at Kasmin

gallery, which ran until
March 9.

THE ART MARKET GENERATES BILLIONS IN SALES

annually, yet, unlike their counterparts in Los Ange-
les, most New York galleries are located in existing
buildings or are shoehorned into retail spaces in new

luxury condos. Kasmin gallery recently opened a

new, purpose-built gallery in a freestanding buiiding
on27th Street adjacent to the High Line. Zaha Had-
id's sinuous condominium building seems to wrap
the new Kasmin building on two sides, providing a

KASMIN GALLERY OPENS ITS NEWEST

OUTPOST IN CHELSEA

contrasting frame for its rigorous and stark lines, de-

signed by studiolr4DA. The project is one of several

the architects have completed for the gallery-

lnside, a coffered concrete ceiling, punctuated by

skylights, allows diffuse, even, natural light into the
gallery. The structural grid also accommodates llex-

ible configurations of lighting and walls within the

volume of the building. "The new building aliows the
gallery to curate shows of a very dif{erenl scale, add-
ing to the already existing catalogue of spaces,"

Markus Dochantschi, founder of studioMDA, told
MODERN. "lt acts as a Kunsthalle to the gallery."

The building also offers something to the public.

On the High Line-ad jacent roof, a rolling landscape

designed by Future Green provides views of urban
foliage-including sizable trees-as well as out-
door space to show large-scale sculpture. "We
placed the undulating landscape at the same level

as the High Line, 'extending' the landscape onto
our roof," Donchantschi says. "The chailenge was

to maximize green space, while also maximizing
skylights. The solution was the concrete waffle
slab." The slab allows for enough soil depth to
grow trees, as well as the strength to support the
scu lpture.

"Having an additional 5,000 square feet o{ exhibi-
tion space on our rooftop elevates our ability to
engage with the public, which is something that has

always been at the heart of Kasmin's mission," says

Nick Olney, the gallery's managing director. "The

rooftop sculpture garden puts our program on view
to the millions of people who visit the High Line each

year, so it is a new and exciting platform for us."

kasmingallery.com
*Alan G. Brake
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BROOKLYN
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GUEST/HOST

Detroit's Siren
Song
THE I\4IGHTY WURLITZER HAS HIT A HIGH NOTE

once again in Detroit. Literally crumbling for much
of this century, the fourteen-story Wurlitzer Build-
ing, a downtown landmark that opened in1926,has
been restored by the New York development firm
ASH NYC and is now home to The Siren Hotel. ASH

NYC hopes the hotel-the name is a clever, musi-

cally oriented allusion to the creatures in Greek
mythology who enthralled sailors with their song*
will call people to the newly reinvigorated city.

Rudolph Wurlitzer began building his musical in-

strument empire in Cincinnati in 1856, importing
string instruments from Germany. The company
gained renown after expanding its business to
manufacture organs and pianos, eventually pro-

ducing the "Mighty Wurlitzer" theater organ in

1910, aptly named for its incredible power, which
became one of the firm's most popular products. At
around the same time, Detroit began to make its
own name in American music. The city's symphony

orchestra was {ounded in 1914, the opera house
opened in1922, and within a few years the Detroit
jazz and blues scenes were enlivened by the first
wave of arrivals in the Great Migration of African
Americans to the North.

Recognizing a steady customer base, Wurlitzer
hired architect Robert Finn, who designed a Renais-

sance revival-style tower {or the company's Detroit
home. Wurlitzer occupied much of the building for
about fifty years, before joining the legions of resi-

dents abandoning properties in inner-city Detroit.
Slowly, other tenants also moved out, and by 1982
the building was empty. After many years of desola-
tion-with falling terra-cotta tiles and other architec-
tural elements a constant hazard-Brooklyn-based
ASH NYC purchased the building in 2015 and an-

nounced its future as a hotel. The company's success

with its first hotel, The Dean, in a refurbished 1912

building in Providence, Rhode lsland, prompted ASH

NYC to focus on more such revitalization projects.

THE WURLITZER
BUILDING IS BACK
IN THE GROOVE

By KATHERINE
LANZA
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"We were interested in exploring cities that had
similar characteristics: well-preserved historic
architecture, a vibrant and growing arts and cul-
ture scene, burgeoning culinary density," say the
firm's principals. "We went to Detroit on a day
trip and fell in love with the grassroots energy and
the people."

The hotel boasts more than one hundred
rooms, as well as seven food and beverage
spaces. The Candy Bar, a bubblegum-pink won-
derland, is the in-house cocktail lounge; Albena,
helmed by James Beard-award nominee Garrett
Lipar, is the tasting counter; and 5id Gold's Re-
quest Room is The Siren's very own piano and ka-
raoke bar The hotel is also the new home of the
revered Detroit record shop Paramita Sound.

For those who saw the Wurlitzer in its previ-
ous state, the change will be a shock. ASH NyC
transformed the eyesore into a lush getaway that
recalls the allure of Detroit's past. As the mem-
bers of the firm say: "We sought to create a hotel
that changed the Detroit narrative, which for the
last few years has been about grit and industry.
We looked back to the turn of the century when
Detroit was a grand and elegant city, considered
the Paris of the Midwest. We wanted to recap-
ture some of the glamor that most people don,t
know was a core element of Detroit."
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The historic Wurlitzer
Building, completed in !926,
now home to The Siren Hotel,

The hotel's lobby is
the perfect place for
conversation and a cup
of the in-house roaster's
Populace Coffee.

The penthouse features a
double-height glass window
with views over Comerica
Park and downtown Detroit,
as well as full living and
dining rooms and a lofted
sleeping area.

Candy Bar, the hotel's
cocktail lounge, stands out
for its candy-pink ceiling
and matching decor.
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GALLERY WALK

NewViews
IN SAN FRANCISCO, DESIGN FINDS A
HOME IN UNEXPECTED PLACES

By ANNA TALLEY

A VICTORIAN CITY KNOWN FOR its twenty-first-century innovation, San Fran-

cisco offers the perfect backdrop for exhibiting contemporary design in historic

spaces. With this in mind, two galleries, Carpenters Workshop Gallery and The

Future Perfect, have recently opened up new locations in the Bay Area. Though

these showrooms couldn't be more different, both speak to the city's history and

offer unique perspectives on design display beyond the white box.

CARPENTERS WORKSHOP GALLERY

THE NAME ALONE IN4PLIES THAT CARPENTERS

Workshop Gallery is comfortable with the unconven-

tional address. Julien Lombrail and Loic Le Gaillard

launched their gallery in 2006 within a former-as
you guessed-carpenter's workshop in London's Chel-

sea district. They have since opened locations in the

l\4arais in Paris and in a two-story penthouse in a Phil-

ip Johnson-designed skyscraper in Manhattan. How-

ever, their San Francisco outpost is their most unusual

yet. "We like to exhibit in spaces that are a bit off the

beaten path," says the San Francisco director, Ashlee

Harrison. "None of our galleries have storefront space

and that is on purpose."

You'll find the newest Carpenters Workshop Gallery

on the mezzanine of a former church, a landmark struc-

ture built in 1913 and recently renovated by one of the

building's owners, designer Ken Fulk, to become the

Saint Joseph's Arts Society. Since its inaugural exhibi-

tion in the nearly 9,000 square-foot space opened last

October, which included works by Studio Job, Maarten

Baas, and Nacho Carbonell, among others, the gallery

has staged a solo show of work by Vincenzo de Cotiis,

whose raw, textured designs contrast beautifully with

the whitewashed Romanesque interiors. "The classical

architecture communicates a sense of drama that a

more traditional white box exhibition space cannot of-

fer," Harrison says. "The space can work well to comple-

ment some pieces while also providing a stark aesthetic
juxtaposition to others that can be just as provocative."

Working within a landmark building does come

with challenges. "We have to take into mind the his-

toric integrity in exhibition planning," Harrison says.

"Also, our gallery resides on a mezzanine level, so

there are certainly logistical preparations when install-

ing large scale pieces. But all of this pushes the creativ-

ity of the processl"
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THE FUTURE PERFECT

"IT'S A LITTLE STRANGE, IT'S A LITTLE OFF.KILTER,"
says David Alhadeff, founder of The Future perfect,
of the company's recently expanded San Francisco
location. With a gallery in New York and the by-
appointment-only Casa Perfect in Los Angeles,
Alhadeff wanted to try a new approach and take ad,
vantage oi the rambling, residential spaces o{ the
Pacific Heights neighborhood, In effect, he has cre-
ated an opportunity to view design in a way that is
unique, private, and a little bit magical. The nearly
5,500-square-foot gallery recalls the relaxed atmo-
sphere of The Future Perfect's first location in Wrl-
liamsburg, Brooklyn, but infused with quirky San
Francisco charm,

The gallery occupies a Victorian town house and
an adjoining storefront, where work is displayed on
two floors, as well as in the garden. The layout en-
courages visitors to meander. The gallery is broken
up into smaller rooms that add to the visitor's sense
of discovery, yet maintains a sense of visual consis-
tency with coal-colored flooring and trim, including
details made vrith fire-blackened wood-a japanese
technique called shou sugi bon. Alhadeff believes that
you can't see design objects correctly when they're
set on pedestals as in a museum. "There is some-
thing very easily understandable about the context of
the space when the furniture is used within it," he
says. "So, it creates an opportunity for ciients to en-
gage ,lith the work in a much more intimate way."

'l

One new section of the San Francisco gallery is
used to showcase the work of one studio, and rede-
signed every three to four months. So far, those fea-
tured have included London-based Pinch Design
and the Dutch designer Piet Hein Eek. Alhadeff has
also taken an active role in the neighborhood, host-
ing conversations with artists and designers in the
gallery, somethlng he hopes to continue in the fu-
ture. "ln each setting, we attempt to blow peopie
away," he says. ln Pacific Heights, The Future per-

fect has certainly succeeded.

The interior of the new Carpenters Workshop Gallery in
5an Francisco, featuring floor lamps by Nacho Carbonell.

Conversation Piece by Sebastian Brajkovic, as seen in the
new Carpenters Workshop Gallery.

The garden area of The Future Perfect,s complex.

Inside The Future Perfect's new San Francisco spaceare
assorted sculptures by Ryosuke Yazaki and a cabinet by
Piet Hein Eek.
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DESIGN DESTINATION

Stockholm A GUIDE TO THE SWEDISH CAPITAL'S ARCHIPELAGO OF CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS

By EZRA SHALES TO STROLL ATONG STOCKF1OL[4'S HARBORS is to
inhale the essentials of the city's largesse and wel-
coming grandeur: the waterways betr,veen Lake

lvliilaren and the Baltic Sea are soothing, even when
one cannot tell which embankrrents are natural and

which are artif icial. No matter the weather, the sky al-

ways feels expansive and alive with light, Every visi-
tor can feel the harbor is theirs for the taking. with
dozens of ferries on call, and long urban perspectives

that beckon. lt is hard to call any street the heart of
the city: both late nineteenth-century opulence and

mid-century egalitarian design spill this way and

that, and conlemporary landscapes mix it up.

The city's "SL" transport-guide app will help you

zigzag and island-hop around town using the city's
punctual rapid transport. After beginning a voyage in

the grim anxiety of the New York City subway or Lon-

don's sweaty Tube, Stockholm's metro. the Tunnel-

bana (or the "T-Bana"), is vrorthy of inclusion in the
cultural legend of "Swedish grace," a 1920s term.
Start near Stockholm Central Station at the catd

Vete-Katten. where you'll f ind the world's most gen-

teel bottomless cup of coffee, ample pastries, and a
thriving institution with decor and customers who of-

ten date from a quietet gentler era. The aromatherapy
of kardemummabullor (cardamom-f lavored buns) eases

jet lag, winter or summer,
Revved up for sightseeing at the histr:rical center

of the city, begin at the Slussterrassen, a plaza above

the sluice where f resh water hits saltwater. tor a cen-
tury, locals and tourists have hopped on an eievator
lhere to take in views of lhe city, so ride up to the res-

taurant overhead, Eriks Gondolen, and enioy hearty
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refreshment and the vista, day or night. ln darkness,
one can enjoy the quaint neon advertisement for Sto-
matol toothpaste, now landmarked. That electric
dash of toothpaste might be deeply emblematic of
national identity; after all, in the 1930s a Swedish mu-
seum director believed art "like the toothbrush"
should no longer be just an upper-class pleasure.

A trip into a monument of Swedish democracy
might begin via the T-Bana to Odenplan to genuflect
before Gunnar Asplund's 1928 city library, a salmon-
orange edifice with stucco motifs featuring hiero-
glyphics that seem at once humanist and functionalist.
Don't miss the children's room, purpose-built for sto-
rytelling and featuring a fantastical mural painted by
Nils Dardel.

For more impressive views and promontories, jump
on the ferry to the Moderna Nluseet on Skeppshol-
men, an island of centuries-old military structures
adapted for cultural institutions. Rafael Moneo de-
signed the Moderna Museet to blend in quietly with
the existing architecture. lnside one can get up to
date with contemporary Swedish artists, such as
Charlotte Gyllenhammar. ln the ad.ioining ArkDes
museum is a long-term installation, Architecture in
Sweden, chronicling a thousand years of the country's
architecture through the display of over eighty mod-
els; Young Swedish Design 2019, on view until the end
of March, highlights new designs by up-and-coming
Swedish creatives. The twenty-five featured design-
ers' work was mounted in tandem with Stockholm's
annual Design Week in February, a city-wide affair of

intimate events as well as an opportunity to see inno-
vative student work and high-end retailers at the
convention center in Alvsj6, a ten-minute ride from
the city center.

Another destination via the T-Bana is the Kungs-
trddg6rden stop, where artist Ulrik Samuelson's de-
cades-old decoration of the underground station,
with its menagerie of statues and murals, remains a
lively immersion in postmodernism. Fountains, vines,
precariously placed busts, and colorful terrazzo make
the station stunning enough to distract more than a
few travelers.

A few hundred yards from the metro exit is the
newly restored Nationalmuseum, an 1866 building
whose interiors now sing in a bright color palette after
years of being shuttered and decades of being hidden
underneath drywall. The costly refurbishment also re-
opened more than three hundred windows, letting in
the harbor light and a view of the calming horizon. A
sweeping survey of Swedish design includes the work
of many luminaries, from masterworks by painter An-
ders Zorn to a luxurious cabinet made by architect and
city planner Uno Ahr6n before he gained notoriety as a
functionalist. The ground floor has been reborn as a
civic commons with dining, shopping, and lounging
around the sculpture courtyard.

Entering the museum's grand staircase, immense
new light fixtures hang beside Carl Larsson's centu-
ry-old murals and cast shadows across their top
third. But after this unsightly contribution by the re-
nowned Wingirdhs firm, the renovation has a softer

One of Stockholm's

underground Tunnelbana

stops, T-Centralen, with
art by Per-Olov Ultvedt.

Stockholm's Central

Station.
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DESIGN DESTINATION

Vete-Katten's pastry

counter.

The Moderna Museet

Stockholm is located

on the island of

Skeppsholmen.

and gentler touch. Gert WingSrdh, whose other
high-profile projects include the Stockholm Arlanda
Airport air-traffic control tower and the high-rise
hotel-commercial Victoria Tower on the city's out-
skirts, worked at the behest of the National Property

Board Sweden.
The museum restaurant opened in October 20"18

and is a smashing success for its new Nordic cuisine

and its furnishings. The elegant interior is the result of
the museum's very own artistic project, NM&-A
New Collection, which celebrates Swedish design and,

where possible, craftsmanship, too, by bringing de-
signers together. Museum curator Helena Kaberg,

steward of thousands of ancient treasures, champions
the idea of the "museum as stimulus to the entire pro-

duction chain-from idea to finished product." Some

of the new designs in the restaurant are also intended

for sale; all are intended to stimulate and showcase

Swedish talents.
By commissioning new furniture, the museum re-

turns to its Victorian origins as an arbiter of applied
art and national identity. Some touches are very sub-
tle, such as the new gallery benches from the design

team Folkform that integrate allusions to both mid-

century modernism and Victorian style in the rhythm

of the buttoned leather cushions. The main dining
chair is by TAF, a direct homage to Sven Markelius's
concert house design, and made by Artek, the com-
pany founded by the Aaltos.

NM& produced over eighty obiects, both deluxe

bespoke and affordable luxuries. Carina Seth Ander-

sson, Matti Klenell, Stina Lofgren, and the two princi-
pals of the f irm TAF, Gabriella Gustafson and Mattias
Stihlbom, comprised the five core designers for the

restaurant project, who then brought in an even larg-

er network of designers and manufacturers. The team

made solo and group affairs; the largest chandelier is

credited to no fewer than eight of the designers. l'4any

of the designs shrewdly combine digital production

and laborious handcraft, resulting in a visual and tac-
tile feast. Klenell's upholstered Kavalett armchair is
made in large numbers by Swedese, for example, but

in the museum restaurant is upholstered with Asa

Pirson's handwork in addition to power-loomed

yardage. Some glassware and tableware are for sale

in the museum shop, and prototypes and process

drawings are on display in the Nationalmuseum's

Design Depot gallery. Vldeos of production, from
glassblowing to weaving rattan furniture, make for a

lively display.
The family of NIV& is also on view elsewhere

around town. ln the legendary Svenskt Tenn home-

furnishing store one can acquire yards of Josef

Frank's Manhattan fabric or the bubbly 2009 Dew
vase designed by Carina Seth Andersson, which has

a hefty biomorphic abstraction and light buoyancy all

at once. She also has a showroom (Kocksgatan 52,
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Sodermalm) that is open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
and by appointment. Across town on Sodermalmstorg
near Slussen, one can stop in the gallery Konsthant-
verkarna and admire the work of makers such as Asa
Pdrson, whose weavings were hung on the wall as
art, not upholstery, in an exhibition that took place in
February.

Behind Svenskst Tenn and Carl lvlalmsten on
Strandvdgen, stores with classic twentieth-century
home furnishings, lies the neighborhood of Oster-
malm, where mid-century modernist designs and
older antiques can be found in numerous smaller gal-
leries. The design emporium Modernity always has
an excellent range from which to select, but twenti-
eth-century design in Sweden, as in the United
States, fetches high prices. The department store NK
(Nordiska Kompaniet) was where many an Ameri-
can curator went to buy limited edition and artist-
designed ceramics and glass in the 1950s, and it now
has competition from the likes of Design House
Stockholm, Designtorget, and even Ahldns, where some

Swedish and other Scandinavian classics have been
remade at affordable prices-and the customers are
not only tourists.

lf you are searching for an education in late twenti-
eth-century furniture design and want to see where
lkea and anonymous mid-market production inter-
sects with the treasures in the Nationalmuseum, then
go to the Girdet T-Bana stop and then hop on the
number 1 bus to Frihamnsgatan, to the Mobeldesign-
museum (Museum ol Furniture Studies), which opened
in February 2018. Open storage gives you the chance
to see the undersides of many classics, be they by
Denmark's Borge Mogensen or by lesser-known Swed-
ish geniuses such as Bengt Johan Gullberg. (Nearby,
Magasin lll, Stockholm's immense contemporary art
space, lies dormant during a temporary closure.) The
portside depot feels far from the cily but only takes
thirty minutes to get to-and the return trip should be
on a ferry if it's sunny.

Another ramble would take you from Asplund,s li-
brary at Odenplan to the rnternational contemporary

One of the galleries

in Stockholm's

Nationalmuseum.
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DESIGN DESTINATION

art institution Bonniers Konsthall, housed in a sleek, tri-
angular glass building designed by Johan Celsing. Near-

by are two projects that show the architectural firm of

Wingardhs in wonderful form: the Sven-Harrys Konst-

museum, a golden treasure box erected by a fabulously

successful builder to house his own art collection and

which includes a re-creation of rooms o{ his eighteenth-

century villa, and, steps away, is the Aula Medica in the

world-famous Karolinska lnstitute on Solnaviigen.

lf you are up for seeing more waterways and peeking

down the mysterious Stockholm archipelagos, then bus

out to Gustavsberg, where the old ceramics factory is

now a part of the Nationalmuseum and you can savor all

the decades of such proli{ic artists as Stig Lindberg'

While there, check out contemporary art at the Gustavs-

bergs Konsthall. Many artists have their studios in the

neighborhood, and, once again, ferries permit creative

itineraries.
The Nationalmuseum is a great base for any of these

excursions, as it has every amenity, from lockers to bath-

rooms worthy of aesthetic admiration, and Wi-Fi lf you're

feeling especially iaunty, download the app for one of the

electric scooter companies (Voi or Lime) and head out to
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Dlurgirden. F1y past the Vasa A,4useum, .uvhere crorvds
line up to see the world's best-preserved spectacular fail-
ure of naval clesign from the se'renteenth centurv. and the
ABBA Aluseum, as yrell as the always worthwhiJe Nord-
isra lv4useet (you can come back another time). Instead,
go farther doi,u,n the road, r.;here Prince Eugen's art mu-
seum and the Thiel Gallery permit you entrance into
Stockholm's nrcst eiegant domestic interiors and gar-
dens. Life in 1900 still feels like a balm. The Thiel Gallery
houses the collection of banker Ernest Thiel, including
works by Edvard \4unch, in an interior fu ly avrare of Con-
tinental taste but romanticizing Swedish identity, too, lts
turn-of-the-century ambiance extends from the death
mask of Nietzsche to an immense sofa and seating area
by Gustaf Flaestad carved in high relief, The viila was de-
signed to entertain and showcase modern art and design
and it became a hothouse for artists. Ask the gallery at-
tendant to pull out the pocket doors where huge Fjaestad
tapestries celebrating the local outdoors are dramatically
hidden. Century-old woven wool has never been so cool-
ing and calmingl Depictions of Stockholm's waterways
influenced by Hiroshige and Courbet in equal parts are
aiso wondrous. When you're ready, go back outdoors
again and savor the real thing.

The showroom of Swedish gallery
Modernity, which specializes in

twentieth-century Scandinavian

design.

Aula Medica, the (arolinska

lnstitute's lecture hall complex.

Dew vase by Carina Seth

Andersson, 2OO9, Svenskt Tenn
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Housed in an arts and crafts building, Ett Hem offers
twelve uniquely designed rooms. lnterior designer llse
Crawford transformed the 1910 former private residence
(Ett Hem translates to "a home") into an inviting hotel
furnished with a mix of Scandinavian antiques and con-
temporary design. Seasonal and locally inspired dishes
can be enjoyed in the open kitchen, library, or the green-
house overlooking the garden. etthem.se

Hote! Skeppsholmen-situated on a small island, next
door to the contemporary art center I\4oderna [Vluseet-
provides a serene, waterfront retreat just a quick ferry ride
from the heart of the city. Claesson Koivisto Rune Archi-
tects renovated the landmark building, dating to the late
seventeenth century, by preserving the original details
while adding modern-day touches. hotelskeppsholmen.se

Originally built as the head office for the Sodra Sverige
banking company, the aptly named Bank Hotel opened
its doors to guests last year. Designed by architect Thor
Thordn in 19.10 as a modern interpretation of a Renais-
sance palace, the building is an exuberant commingling
of architectural styles from art nouveau to art deco. The
hotel's restaurant, Bonnie's, with its vaulted glass ceiling
and plush green velvet seating, is well worth a visit, as are
the Papillion bar and the discreetly tucked-away speak-
easy Sophie's, for a delectable cocktail. bankhotel.se

ln addition to the new restaurant in the Nationatmuseum,
try Frantzdn, the only three-Michelin-star restaurant in

Sweden. lt has rightfully earned this culinary badge of
honor with its artfully crafted tasting menu melding Scan-
dinavian cuisine with .Japanese flavors. The dimly lit, twen-
ty-three-seat restaurant echoes the culinary influences
with its understated, elegant design. restaurantfrantzen.com

Sturehof, Stockholm's first seafood restaurant, has been
a longtime staple in the city since it first opened at the
turn of the twentieth century. I\4any of the original dishes
have remained on the menu, such as the bouillabaisse
and turbot with brown butter. Renowned architect ionas
Bohlin gave the restaurant a much-needed makeover.
stuJehof.com

WHERETOSTAY

WHERE TO EAT
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ON THE BLOCK

Passingthe
Batoll nrrrn 

'EELTNG 
BACK BrG'8os FrNrsHES, rwo pAL^x spRINGS BoosrERS HAVE READIED A

*

While modernizing

707 West Regal Drive,

Thomboy Properties

transf ormed the original

breezeway into a dining

room that looks onto the

courtyard with its pool.

IACKIE THOIIIAS AND DEEAA/N l\/tCCOY were frequent

visitors to Palm Springs when, tn 2005, the markettng ex-

ecutive and advertising entrepreneur purchased a condo-

mrnium in the Canyon Vlew fstotes neighborhood that

legendary developer Alexander Construction Compony had

built in the 196as The couple acquied the home from its

second owner, who essentially left the place as archttects

Dan Palmer and Willtam Krisel had finished it in 1963, and

upgraded tt f or twenty-first-century weekendtnq. "We

wanted to make it comfortable while respecttng the archi'

tecture," Thomas says.

Thomas and A,4cCoy drd it agatn in 2a10, when they de-

cioed to move from Oregon to Palm Springs for good. For

this next act, they acquired a 1963 vernacular modernrst

home on the lndian Canyons Golf Resort that had belonged

to local altruists l',4urray and Ethel Ltebowitz. The property

included a private pool, which the couple coveted, and tt

was also heaped wtth neglect.

DeeAnn McCoy: \lurr.:y was a nhilanthropist and

a tightwad. Where the carpet was torrr, he put dr.rci

tape on it. The dryer vent \^/as broken, so he ducl-
taped one of Ithel's stockings to the vent to catch

iirrt. Because this was going to be our primary resi-

dencr:, we redicl evervthing, and aiter we rnove d in
in Novenrber 2CliO, vve held our first annual duci-
tape pa!-ty in lr;lurray s honor. Peopie 'n/ould sho!';

up wearing duct-tape skrrts, tops. mohawks.

White they would live there until 2017, early in their tenure

as Patm Sprtngs f ullltmers, Thomas and lrlcCoy knew they

wonted to keep remodeiing houses-ln spite of the Great

Recession, and perhaps os an encare coreer

DM: Jackre and I had both Cone renroc'1els erf pri-

rrar'y residences cr vacation houses ln Oregon.

Jackie Thomas: We f ound a trernendous sense of
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VISTA LAS PALMAS ARCHETYPE FOR ANOTHER GENERATION OF MODERNISM ENTHUSIASTS By DAVID SOKOL
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freedom in doing those remodels; they took our
minds off our stressful professions, and we loved
doing them. ln Palm Springs, we knew the market
would rebound and reward our patience. Honestly,
I was surprised how quickly people recognized our
work and took to us.

Thomos ond McCoy quietly flipped houses in their new
hometown through 2012, storting with the estate of octor
Chuck Connors."We needed to make sure that what we
were doing resonated with people in the morketplace," Mc-
Coy soys of the period. They would field purchase inquiries
while still photographing properties for sale; homeowners
were delighted by the end products, and a friend suggested
they call themse/yes Thomboy Properties. Since then, they
have stoyed anywhere but under the radar. This February,

for instance, Thomboy f inished a house renovation in time
for Modernism Week, in what hos become a f ive-yeor part-

nership between the company and the event. Simultane-
ously, it was morketing 707 West Regal Drive for sale
through longtime realtor portner TTK. The 1959 house
represents Palmer &. Krisel's low-pitched gable model for
Alexonder Construction's Vista Los Palmas tract and is

Thomboy's twenty - second offeri ng.

DM: The Regal house is an example of how we find
a project. lt had been at a price point we couldn't
consider. When it fell out of escrow, a good friend
who is a realtor suggested we look at it, and be-
tween the two agents we were able to agree on a
price that made sense.
JT: We don't believe in overpaying for a house and
then charging that much for it afterward, because we
don't do cosmetic renovations. Infrastructural im-
provements here included changing out all the sliders
and windows and installing a second HVAC system.

A low gable-shaped

clerestory illuminates
the entryway and kitchen
located just behind the
house's front, north-facing
elevation.
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ln its original design,

Palmer & Krisel oriented

the enclosed livable space

along a north-south axis,

tucking the courtyard to its

east behind a carport and

breezeway.

We only take on projects that we find inspira-
tional and would want to move into ourselves; we

really believe that houses have a soul, which we try
to reveal when we put a house back together. And
Palm Springs is a relatively small town. So, doing
something right means feeling good about bump-
ing into a homeowner on the street or at a party.

We have to make a profit to stay in business, but
we're not interested in it for profit's sake.

The Regal renovation is also emblemotic of the Thomboy

method. Thomos ond McCoy preserve a building's mid-

century vision, while recognizing that galley kitchens ond

cramped, pink bathrooms are not viable on today's sec-

ond-home market. These parameters leave room to try
new things. A clerestory tucked underneath the gable on

the public north elevation felt lonesome, for instance, so

Thomboy added clerestories to the south and east faces

for balance, following Alexander Construction's plans for
a higherpriced model. The switch had the added benefits

of maximizing doylight as well as sight linesto the Son Ja-

cinto Mountains. Meonwhile, Thomas and McCoy en-

closed the carport and breezeway to create o garage and

full dining room, constructed a ten-by-ten-foot master

bathroom, and made the original master both accessib/e

from a guest bedroom.

JT: Regal was fairly intact. But it was a matter of
time before the infrastructure failed, so an over-

haul was necessary" Cosmetically speaking, some-
body had iust gone crazy with marble and ceramics

and mirrors. Styles really changed in the '80s, and

some people truly thought it was for the better.

DM: We believe in stripping off layers that tried to
make a house into something it was never meant to be.

JT: We try to have as much integrity as possible,

but we also know that a kitchen probably needs to
open up and a dining room has to be enlarged to
accommodate people's lives today. Hour by houl
Dee and I ask each other how to maintain the au-
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thenticity of a house but upgrade it so it's mean-
ingful to the person who wants to move in now.
DM: lt was critical that the garage and dining room
were integrated into the lines of the front elevation.
Of course, most people who love the Alexander
lines also find the small bathrooms to be a draw-
back. lt was pretty impactful that we could add a
luxurious bath without it seeming like an add-on.
Overall, we also try to leave the interiors open to in-
terpretation for people to leave their own stamp.
JT: Though over the years we have also begun to ex-
periment more with pattern and color-to define
modernism for ourselves. With Regal, the new tile in
the master bath is dimensional, there are flashes of
color, and the kitchen backsplash pops off the wall.
These houses need a little vibrancy to them; in the
beginning we did conservative white boxes, thinking
that that would appeal to the broadest audience.

While the Regal residence redo epitomizes thek point of

view, Thomas and McCoy refuse to become complacent in
their new profession. The couple recognizes that housing
sales ore cooling off, yet these same conditions could reveal
new pathways.

DM: The market does ebb and flow, and we never ex-
pected to sell houses while we're still photographing
them. When something does take time to sell, we
just remind ourselves that that's not unusual.
JT: As long as we're fortunate enough to acquire
houses that have fallen into disrepair, then renovating
them will always be our first priority. But we try to an-
ticipate where the market is going, and there are a lot
of people who love being in Palm Springs, who share
a lot of the same taste and values as the people who
live here, but who cannot afford to buy a house here.
How do we create beautiful spaces for them?

We con oll wait ond see how Thomboy Properties onswers
this question, but it is certainly up for the challenge.

When Thomboy founders
Jackie Thomas and

DeeAnn McCoy first saw

707 West Regal Drive, the
crisp lines of the facade

had been interrupted by

archways and occluded by

bougainvillea.
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CURATOR'S EYE

WE ASKED CURATORS OF LEADING TWENTIETH-CENTURY AND CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN COLLECTIONS TO DISCUSS ONE OBJECT THAT THEY FEEL IS PARTICULARLY

NOTEWORTHY. HERE IS A GALLERY OF THEIR CHOICES.

HONOR FREEMAN (1978.)
T U P P ERW ARE*TRA NSFORM ING

A CHAOTIC KITCHEN

Slip-cast porcelain
2008

AUSTRALIAN POTTER HONOR FREEMAN MADE THESE
porcelain vessels in praise of the rhythmic and measured
nature of daily life. She slip cast each piece, pouring liq-
uid clay into plaster molds made from tumblers, bowls,
lids, and measuring cups typically jumbled in kitchen
drawers. Her transformation of liquid clay into solid por-

celain-and everyday objects into otherworldly versions

of themselves-defines her practice. Rendered in pastel

hues reminiscent of vintage Tupperware palettes. Free-

man's porcelain utensils form an immaculate still life of
utilitarian objects not meant for use, an unusual approach
to ceramic vessels pioneered by fellow Australian potter

Gwyn Hanssen Plgott (1935-20'13).

Freeman's work is marked by thematic oppositions, too.
ln the mid-twentieth century, selling Tupperware was of-
ten framed as a way for women to participate more inde-
pendently in the workplace economy. Freeman's ceramics
pay homage to inventor Earl Tupper as well as to market-
ing executive Brownie Wise, who developed Tupperware's
"party plan" for demonstrating and selling products at
home gatherings. Yet the popularity of plastic containers
heralded the ascent of machine-made disposables. For

Freeman, today's resurging interest in the handcrafted ob-
ject brings creativity and ingenuity into greater balance.
"l can make sense of the world with my hands," she says.

Kathryn Wat
Chief curator

National Museum of Women in the Arts,
Washington, DC
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CURATOR'S EYE

McQueen destgned a starburst in hand-sewn,

iride s cent g unmetal- g ray bugle b e ads radiattng
down the neckline and across the chest

and shoulders of thts dress

ON ]ULY 19, 1692,ELIZABETH JACKSON HOWE
was hanged in Salem, i\4assachusetts, a victim
of the witchcraft hysteria that divided neigh-

bors and sent nineteen innocent people, mainly
women, to their deaths. More than three cen-
turies later, the fashion designer Lee Alexander

McQueen and his creative director Sarah Bur-

ton visited Salem. lt happened that McQueen's

mother had traced their family tree to Howe, and

McQueen was looking for information. The re-

sult was his intensely personal Autumn-Winter
2007 ready-to-wear collection, "ln memory of

Elizabeth Howe, Salem, 1692,"

Drawing on pagan symbolism, IMcQueen

designed a starburst in hand-sewn, iridescent
gunmetal-gray bugle beads radiating down the

neckline and across the chest and shoulders of

this form-fitting velvet dress. "lt was a very per-

sonal collection for Lee," Burton wrote in the
catalogue that accompanied lrrlcQueen's posthu-

mous exhibition Alexander McQueen: Savage

Beauty at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
2011, "but then Lee always used to say that his

work was autobiographical."
lr4cQueen attended Central Saint Martins in

London and apprenticed on Savile Row prior to
opening his own house in 1993. Savage Beauty

opened just a year after his untinrely death in

2010 and remains one of the best-attended exhi-

bitions in the lr4et's history.

Petra Slinkard
Nancy B. Putnam Curator of Fashion and Textiles

PeabodY [ssex Nl1useum

Salem, lVassachusetts

LEE ATEXANDER MCQUEEN
(r969-2010)
DRESS FROM "IN N/1EA/1ORY

OF ELIZABETH
HOWT, SALEM,1692"
COLLECTION
Velvet and satin
2001/2008
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CURATOR'S EYE

Lustig Cohen contrtbuted to the evolving vtsual language of postwar
modernism-reflected in the breadth of her portfolio

ELAINE LUSTIG COHEN lS RECOGNiZ[D TODAY AS A PIONEER of Amerlcan graphic design and

a key figure of mid-century modernism. However, her design career began quite unexpectedly. ln

1955 her husband, American graphic designer Alvin Lustig, passed away, and at twenty-eight years

old, she started her own firm and took on some clients and projects he left behind. Throughout her

life, Lustig Cohen contributed to the evolving visual language of postwar modernism-reflected in

the breadth and depth of her portfolio, from book jackets and letterheads to exhibition brochures,

and more.
The exhibition brochure for Picasso: Five Master Works at Kootz Gallery demonstrates her typo-

graphic eye, in addition to who she \Mas as a person beyond the printed page. She had a deep love

for modern art, having studied fine art and art education at Tulane University and the University of
Southern California, but during a tirne when women were discouraged from pursuing a profession

in the arts. This brochure is only one of many examples in which Lustig Cohen married her design

talent with her love of modern art.
Her production experience working on the interior texts of brochures and other ephemera

made her a skilled typesetter, but she is best known for her expressive typography. Many of her

works in Letterform Archive's collection show how she used type as illustration*setting it large,

slicing it up, repeating it to produce texture. For Picasso: Five Master Works, she employed a play-

ful use of stenciled lettering, rotated type, and repeated orange and pink colors-together adding
up to a dynamic page. The brochure feels alive with energy, an emblematic quality Lustig Cohen

iniected into everything she touched.
Florence Fu

Editorial assisiant
Letterlorm Archive

5an Francisco, Calilornia

ETAINE LUSTIG COHEN
(1927*2016'
EXHIBITION BROCHURE
FOR PICASSO; tlVt
MASITR VYORKS

Kootz Gallery, New York
Lithograph on white
wove paper
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VINTAGE VEGAS

l,fl ERl]ISM
SHOW & SALE

BEN EFITI NG N EVADA PRESERVATION FOU N DATION'S
HO/v\E * HISTORY LAS VEGAS

flpRIL 2E-28,2fi9
\(ORLD MARKET CENTER . PAVILION 2

4755. Grand Central Parkway LasVegas . NV . 89106

-f

=1The Vintage Vegas Modernism Show & Sale will feature 40 premier decorative and fine arts dealers
presenting vintage modern furniture, decor, art and jewelry, reflecting all design movements of the
2Oth century and especially emphasizing mid-century modern design and lifestyle.

OPENING NIGHT PARTY
Friday, April26 | 6-9pm
Admission: $75

SHOW & SALE
Saturday, April2T | 11am-7pm
Sunday,,April 28 | 11am-5pm
Admission: $15

DOLPHIN
PRO/v\OTIONS, lNC.
i nfo@do I ph i nfa i rs.com
708.366.2710
vegasmodernism.com
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